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Price re-interpretations of the basic IO quantity models  
result in the ultimate input-output equations 

 
Jan Oosterhaven1 
 
Abstract  This note shows that Leontief's well-known demand-driven input-output (IO) quantity model 
may also be interpreted as the almost unknown revenue-pull IO price model, but measured in value 
terms instead of in prices. It is also shown how these two demand-driven models may be combined into 
a single ultimate demand-driven IO equation. An analogous result holds for the supply-driven quantity 
model and the cost-push price model, which results in a single ultimate supply-driven IO equation. The 
new price interpretation of the Leontief quantity model opens up hitherto unused possibilities to simulate 
interindustry demand-driven inflation processes, just as the price interpretation of the Ghosh quantity 
model enables simulations of supply-driven inflation processes.  
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1. Introduction 
 
The four basic input-output (IO) models are mathematically very similar, but economically they are 
worlds apart. The two quantity models are each other’s mirror image, as are their corresponding, two 
price models. The demand-driven IO quantity model (Leontief, 1941) and its cost-push IO price dual 
(Leontief, 1951) are well known. The supply-driven IO quantity model (Ghosh, 1958) is less known and 
– for good reasons – has hardly been used since the 1990s. Its revenue-pull IO price dual (Davar, 1989; 
Oosterhaven, 1989) is not known at all and has never been used, despite its potential. 
 This note shows that this least known IO model can be rewritten such that it mimics the best 
known IO model, i.e. it mimics Leontief´s quantity model, which may also be interpreted as the 
Davar/Oosterhaven price model measured in value terms instead of in prices. As such, it may empirically 
be used to simulate demand-driven inflation processes, as opposed to supply-driven inflation processes 
that may be simulated with Leontief´s cost-push price model.  

Before proving and explaining this new model interpretation, we briefly summarize the four 
basic IO models and present a more elegant proof for the re-interpretation of the Ghosh quantity model 
as the Leontief price model measured in values instead of in prices (Dietzenbacher, 1997). Besides, we 
show that the solution of both supply-driven models, as well as that of both demand-driven models, can 
be combined into one single, ultimate IO equation.  
 
2. The four basic input-output models 
 
All four basic IO models are based on the accounting identities of the industry-by-industry type of input-
output table (IOT) shown in Table 1, which also contains the definitions of the vectors and matrices 
used in this note. In Table 1 and elsewhere, the symbol  is used to indicate that the scalar or equation 
on its left-hand side represents the typical element or the typical equation of the matrix formulation on 
its right-hand side, e.g. iqy  Y  in Table 1 indicates that the matrix with final outputs Y has iqy  as its 
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typical element, with i = 1, …, I and q = 1, …, Q, where I = the number of industries and Q = the number 

of final demand categories. Analogously, pj pj jv c x  V i Cx  in the text just above (1) indicates how, 

in the Leontief model, primary inputs pjv V  are determined by fixed primary input coefficients 

pjc C and total output jx x , with p = 1, …, P and  j = 1, …, I, where P = number of primary input 

categories. 
IOTs are always expressed in monetary values. For IO modelling purposes, these monetary 

values are treated as quantities measured in unit prices with the value one, which is how the symbols in 
Table 1 will be interpreted in this note. Consequently, prices in this note do not represent real prices but 
index prices that all have a value of one in the base year of the IOT. Table 1, by the way, also shows 
that an IOT essentially represents a double sectoral breakdown of the well-known macro-economic 
accounting identity for the Gross Domestic Product: Y = C + I + G + E – M. Italics are used to indicate 
scalars, whereas bold lower cases indicate vectors and bold capitals indicate matrices. A summation 
column with ones is indicated by i, while a summation row with ones is indicated by i´. 

Both sets of input-output models may be given a microeconomic foundation, as both sets may 
be based on simplifications of the most general production function with multiple inputs and multiple 
outputs, as measured in Table 1´s columns and rows, respectively. The pair of Leontief models assumes 
single homogenous outputs across the rows of the IOT, each with a uniform price, along with 
heterogeneous inputs with different prices across its columns, whereas the Ghosh/Davar pair of models 
assumes single homogenous inputs across the columns of the IOT, each with a uniform price, along with 
heterogenous outputs with different prices across its rows (see the Appendix for all assumptions of both 
sets of models).2 
 
Table 1. Input-output table with macro totals. 
  

Industries 
Final 

demand 
Total 
output 

 
Industries  
 

 

ijz Z  
 

iqy Y  
 

ix x  

Primary 
supply 

pjv V  pqr R  M 
Y 

Total input jx x  C I G E  

 
In the classic demand-driven IO quantity model, along the rows of the IOT, total exogenous final demand 
quantities y Yi , along with total endogenous intermediate demand quantities Zi , determines the size 

of total output, i.e.  x Zi y . At constant prices, total output, in turn, backwardly along the columns 

of the IOT, determines the use of both intermediate and primary inputs by means of fixed intermediate 

input coefficients ij ij jz a x  Zi A x  and fixed primary input coefficients pj pj jv c x  V i Cx , 

with    i A i C i . The changes in intermediate inputs subsequently lead to further and further 

 
2 An alternative interpretation in which the Ghosh model is not the exact opposite of the Leontief model is presented 
by de Mesnard (2009). His point of departure is a physical IO table that has homogeneous outputs along its rows and 
heterogeneous inputs along its columns. With this asymmetric base assumption naturally only asymmetric results can 
be derived. However, even tons of steel have different qualities with different prices, which is why they cannot sensibly 
be added in physical units. In real life, any IOT will have heterogeneous outputs along its rows as well as heterogeneous 
inputs along its columns, which is our point of departure, naturally leading to symmetric results. 
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backward effects on total output (see Figure 1). The solutions for total output, intermediate inputs, and 
primary inputs (i.e. imports and value added) then, respectively, read as follows: 
 

 x Ax y  =>  1( )  x I A y L y ,  Zi AL y   and  V i CL y  (1) 

 
where L  = the Leontief-inverse. Obviously, reality only comes close to this model when all markets are 
characterized by excess supply, i.e. around the bottom of the business cycle, but even then price reactions 
may dampen the predicted quantity changes (see further Oosterhaven, 2022, Ch. 7) 

The cost-push price dual of this classic IO model, along the columns of Table 1, assumes that 

exogenous primary input prices p vp p , along with endogenous intermediate input prices ip p , 

weighted with their respective cost shares C  and A , determine the cost and price of total inputs 

j i ij p pj vi p
p p a p c         p p A p C . At constant quantities, any change in the cost of total inputs 

is passed on uniformly, along the rows of the IOT, to all intermediate and final users of the outputs of 
the industry at hand. The changes in the prices of intermediate inputs are subsequently passed on further 
and further (see Figure 2). The solution for the prices of total output/input then reads as follows: 
 

v
   p p A p C   => 1( )v v

   p p C I A p CL  (2) 

 
Obviously, with constant quantities, this cost-push price model is suited to simulate the further forward, 
supply-driven price impacts of e.g. an increase in the import prices of oil and natural gas. More generally, 
it is able to simulate any kind of supply-driven inflation process.3 

The duality of the two Leontief models may be illustrated by post-multiplying (2) with total 
final demand y . This gives: 

 

v v   p y p C L y p v  (3) 

 
Although the values of the solutions of (1) and (2) are linked in (3), the variables of both models move 
independently. Exogenous final demand quantities y  backwardly determine primary input quantities 

v  in the quantity model, whereas exogenous primary supply prices vp  forwardly determine final output 

prices p  in the price model. 

 
On to the mirror images in the second pair of basic IO models. The supply-driven IO quantity model, 
along the columns of Table 1, at constant unit prices, assumes that the exogenous supply of primary 

input quantities  v i V , along with the endogenous supply of intermediate input quantities i Z , 

determines the size of total input, and thus of total output, i.e.    x i Z v . In turn, the supply of total 

output, forwardly along the rows of the IOT, determines intermediate and final outputs by means of 

fixed intermediate output coefficients ij i ijz x b    i Z x B  and fixed final output coefficients 

iq i iqy x d    i Y x D , with  Bi Di i . The changes in intermediate outputs subsequently lead to 

 
3 Note that (2) uses the standard theoretical IO assumption that the prices of the primary inputs are uniform across 
the corresponding rows. In empirical applications, however, it is often more useful to assume that price changes 
may be different along the rows of the primary inputs, e.g. because import price changes will be different for 
different products. This does not change the working of the model, as these prices are exogenous. See Przybyliński 
and Gorzałczyński (2022) for a recent application of this model. See (5alt) and (10alt) for the analogous 
modification of the demand-driven price model. 
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further and further forward changes in total input and thus in total output (see Figure 2). The solutions 
for total input/output, intermediate output and final output (i.e. domestic final demand and exports) then, 
respectively, read as follows: 
 
   x x B v   =>  1( )    x v I B v G ,  i Z v G B   and   i Y v G D   (4) 

 
where G  = the Ghosh-inverse. The assumption of a single homogenous input per column of the IOT, 
which is hidden in (4), implies the perfect substitutability of all inputs. This makes the model highly 
implausible, as it allows factories to work without labour and cars to drive without gas (see further 
Oosterhaven, 1988).4 
 In the revenue-pull price dual of this model, along the rows of the IOT, at constant quantities, 
exogenous prices for the single homogeneous final demands of category q, q yp p , along with 

endogenous prices for the single homogenous intermediate demands of industry j, jp p , weighted 

with their respective revenue shares D  and B , determine total output prices 

i ij j iq q yj q
p b p d p       p Bp Dp  and thus total revenue. In turn, any change in total revenue 

is fully passed on backwardly into the single price of intermediate and primary inputs per column of the 
IOT, with the intermediate input price changes subsequently being passed on further and further (see 
Figure 1). The solution for the prices of total output/input then reads as follows: 
 

y p Bp Dp  => 1( ) y y


   p I B Dp G Dp  (5) 

 
Obviously, at constant quantities, this model is suited to simulate the further backward, demand-driven 
price impacts of e.g. an increase in the export prices of particular industries. More generally, it is able 
to simulate any demand-driven inflation process. 
 The duality of these last two basic IO models may be illustrated by pre-multiplying (5) with 

total primary input v : 
 

y y    v p v G Dp y p   (6) 

 
Again both model solutions (4) and (5) are linked by their values in (6), whereas their variables move 

independently: with exogenous primary supply quantities v  forwardly determining the quantities of 

final output y , and exogenous final output prices yp  backwardly determining the prices of primary 

inputs p . 

  

 
4 See Gruver (1989) and Rose & Allison (1989) for attempts to defend the Ghosh quantity model, and Oosterhaven 
(1989) for a rebuff. After this exchange the Ghosh quantity model has hardly been used anymore. See Guerra & 
Sancho (2011) for an attempt to rescue the Type II Ghosh model in case of centrally planned economies, and 
Oosterhaven (2012) for a rebuff. In an otherwise fine article (Rose et al. 2018), it was recently suggested that the 
plausibility of the Ghosh quantity model should be evaluated more positively in case of negative supply shocks, 
such as disasters, as opposed to positive supply shocks. Oosterhaven (2022, Ch. 7 & 8) shows that there is no 
foundation for this distinction. 
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Figure 1.  Common causal structure of the demand-driven IO price and quantity model. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.  Common causal structure of the supply-driven IO price and quantity model. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Turning both quantity models into price models measured in values 
 
The above-explained supply-driven IO quantity model may be re-interpreted as the cost-push IO price 
model measured in value terms, instead of in prices (Dietzenbacher, 1997). The economic logic of this 
re-interpretation follows from Figure 2 that summarizes the identical causal structure of both supply-
driven models. In the Ghosh quantity model, the exogenous quantity of primary inputs initiates a forward 
causal chain of quantity changes along the arrows of Figure 2, whereas in the case of the Leontief price 
model the exogenous price of primary inputs initiates a similar forward casual chain of price changes 
along the same arrows.  

The mathematical proof of the equivalence is simple. Substitute 1 1ˆ ˆ ˆ  A Z x xB x   into the 

Leontief price model (2) and post-multiply the result with x̂ , where x̂  = a matrix with x  on its diagonal 
and zero´s elsewhere. This gives: 
 

1ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆv
   p x p xB x x p Cx   (7) 

 

Next, substitute ˆV Cx  in (7), and simplify and solve the result as follows: 

 

ˆ ˆ v
   p x p xB p V  => 1ˆ ( )v

  p x p V I B  (8) 

 
Equation 8 shows that the Leontief price model (2) is identical to the Ghosh quantity model (4), except 

that the quantities of (4) are replaced with their corresponding values ˆp x  and v
p V  in (8). 5  

 

 
5 Note that Dietzenbacher (1997), after showing that the original Ghosh quantity model (4) may be re-interpreted 
as the Leontief price model, renamed (4) the Ghosh price model, and renamed the price interpretation of Leontief´s 
model (10) the Ghosh quantity model. This unfortunate choice of terminology leads to defining away two of the 
four basic IO models, namely the original Ghosh quantity model (4) as well as its dual price model (5), as may 
e.g. be observed in Rueda-Cantuche (2011) and Miller & Blair (2022, p. 301). 

Final demand Total output/input 

Intermediate inputs 

Primary inputs 
 

Primary supply Total input/output 

Intermediate outputs 

Final output 
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The economic logic of the comparable re-interpretation of the demand-driven IO quantity model (1) as 
the revenue-pull IO price model (5) measured in values, instead of in prices, follows from the common 
causal structure of the two models (see Figure 1). In both demand-driven models, any change in 
exogenous final demand, irrespective of whether it regards a price change or a quantity change, leads to 
a direct change in total output. Next, any change in total output backwardly leads to changes in both 
intermediate and primary inputs, again with the quantities changing in the quantity model and the prices 
changing in the price model. Finally, any change in intermediate inputs, in turn, leads to further and 
further backward changes in total output. 

Mathematically, the equivalence follows from substituting 1 1ˆ ˆ ˆ  B x Z x A x  into the revenue-

pull price model (5). Pre-multiplying the result with x̂  gives: 
 

1ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ y


 xp x x A xp x Dp   (9) 

 

Next, ˆY xD  is substituted into (7), and the result is simplified and solved as follows: 

 

ˆ ˆ y xp A xp Yp  => 1ˆ ( ) y


 xp I A Y p  (10) 

 
Equation 10 shows that the Leontief quantity model (1) may indeed be interpreted as the revenue-pull 
price model (5) wherein the price changes are evaluated in terms of the changes in value that accompany 

them, i.e. with x̂p and yYp . 

 Note that the exogenous final output prices in (5) and (10) are defined per column of final output. 
In empirical applications of (5) and (10), however, it will often be more useful to assume that the prices 
of the cells of Y move independently, e.g. because export price changes of food products will be 

different from those of chemicals. Note that this does not change the working of the model as final 
output prices are exogenous. If that more realistic assumption is applied to all the cells of Y  in Figure 
1, (5) and (10) change into: 
 

1( ) ( )y
  p I B D P i  and   (5alt) 

 
1ˆ ( ) ( )y
  xp I A Y P i , (10alt) 

 
respectively, where   = the cell x cell multiplication of two matrices, and iq yp P  = the matrix with 

exogenous final output prices. In contrast to (5) and (10), (5alt) and (10alt) allow for an evaluation of 
the different backward impacts of a 10% increase in the export price of crude oil compared to a 10% 
increase in the export price of food products; with (5alt) showing the relative backward impact on total 
output prices and (10alt) showing the corresponding absolute backward impact in terms of changes in 
the values of total output due to the price change at hand. Dividing the new values by the base year 
values of (10alt) also gives the relative price changes. 
 
4. Ultimate input-output equations 
 
Before concluding, it is worthwhile to look further at the price re-interpretations of both quantity models, 
as each combines the solutions of the two corresponding basic IO models, which is why we may call 
them the ultimate input-output equations. 
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 First, reconsider the solution of the re-interpretation of the Ghosh quantity model as the Leontief 
price model measured in values instead of in prices, which is derived in (8): 
 

1ˆ ( )v
  p x p V I B  (11) 

 
Obviously, we may label (11) the ultimate supply-driven IO equation, as it nicely combines the solution 
of the supply-driven quantity model and the supply-driven price model.  

If the quantities V and x are kept constant, (11) shows the impact of changing primary input 
prices on the prices of total input/output in terms of the absolute changes in the corresponding values, 
instead of in terms of the changes in the prices as in (2). Dividing the new values by the base year values 
gives the relative changes in all exogenous and endogenous prices.  

Alternatively, if the prices vp  and p are kept constant at their base year values of one, (11) gives 

the impact of changing quantities of primary inputs on the quantities of total input/output according to 
the highly implausible supply-driven IO quantity model. Dividing the new values by the base year values 
gives the relative changes in total output.  

Subsequently, to get the changes in endogenous final output quantities and ditto prices (11) 
needs to be post-multiplied with the final output coefficients´ matrix D. This delivers the ultimate IO 
equation for endogenous final outputs:  
 

1( )v
  p Y p V I B D  (12) 

 

Keeping the prices vp  and p constant in (12) delivers the changes in the quantities of final output 

according to the Ghosh quantity model, whereas keeping the quantities V and Y constant in (12) delivers 
the changes in the (final) output prices according to the Leontief price model, as measured by the 
absolute changes in the corresponding values. Dividing by the base year values of one gives the relative 
price changes.6 
 
Second, reconsider the solution of the re-interpretation of the Leontief quantity model as the 
Davar/Oosterhaven price model measured in values instead of in prices, as derived in (10): 
 

1ˆ ( ) y


 xp I A Y p  (13) 

 
Obviously, we may label (13) the ultimate demand-driven IO equation, as it combines the solutions of 
the demand-driven price and quantity models.  

If the prices yp  and p are kept constant at their base year values of one, (13) gives the impact 

of absolute changes in the quantities of final demand on the quantities of total output according to the 
Leontief quantity model. Again, dividing the new values by the base year values gives the relative 
changes in the quantities of total output.  

Alternatively, holding the quantities Y and x constant, (13) gives the impact of changes in final 
output prices on the prices of total output according to the revenue-pull IO price model, but measured 
in terms of the effect on the corresponding absolute values, instead of in terms of prices as in (5). Again, 

 
6 Note that (11) also gives the solution to the supply-driven IO model with fixed value output coefficients. This 
model has not yet been formulated. It may be based on the assumption that the ratio of the values of intermediate 

output to total input ( ) / ( )ij ij j i ib z p x p is fixed. This model is of little direct use as it is underdetermined, i.e. it 

has more unknown price and quantity variables (i.e. 2 x I) than it has equations (i.e. I). 
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dividing the new values by the old values gives the relative changes in all exogenous and endogenous 
prices. 

Subsequently, to get the changes in the endogenous primary input quantities and ditto prices, 
(13) needs to be pre-multiplied with the primary input coefficients´ matrix C. This delivers the ultimate 
IO equation for endogenous primary inputs:  
 

1( ) y


 V p C I A Y p  (14) 

 
Keeping prices  yp  and p constant in (14) gives the changes in the quantities of primary inputs 

according to the Leontief quantity model, whereas keeping the quantities Y and V constant in (14) gives 
the changes in the (primary) input prices according to the Davar/Oosterhaven price model, as measured 
by the corresponding values of primary inputs. Dividing by the base year values again delivers the 
relative price changes.7 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
This note reiterates and elegantly proves that the supply-driven input-output (IO) quantity model of 
Ghosh (1958) may be re-interpreted as the cost-push IO price model of Leontief (1951), but measured 
in value terms instead of in prices (Dietzenbacher, 1997). Additionally, it proves that the demand-driven 
IO quantity model of Leontief (1941) may similarly be re-interpreted as the almost unknown revenue-
pull IO price model (Davar, 1989; Oosterhaven, 1989), again measured in value terms instead of in 
prices. Furthermore, it shows that the solution of the supply-driven quantity model may be combined in 
a single equation (11) with that of the cost-push price model in what may be called: the ultimate supply-
driven IO equation. Similarly, it is shown that the solution of the demand-driven quantity model may 
be combined in a single equation (13) with that of the revenue-pull price model in what may be called: 
the ultimate demand-driven IO equation. 

The new price interpretation of the Leontief quantity model opens up hitherto unused 
opportunities to do all kinds of demand-driven inflation simulations of exogenous final output price 
changes. These may be done with the basic Leontief model, but of course also with extensions of this 
basic model. Interregional and international extensions would allow for simulations of demand-driven, 
backward price impacts along interregional and international interindustry supply chains, while 
extensions with endogenous household expenditures would allow for simulations of demand-driven 
interindustry price-wage-price spirals (see Oosterhaven, 2022, Ch. 7, for a combination of these two 
model extensions in case of the supply-driven inflation model). These are just two examples of the 
possible applications using the price re-interpretation of the Leontief quantity model. 
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Appendix.  Assumptions and solutions of the four basic input-output models. 
 
Demand-driven quantity & cost-push price model: Supply-driven quantity & revenue-pull price model: 

For the individual firm: 
- given demand for its single homogeneous output, 
  i.e. perfect substitution among all outputs 
- full complementarity of all inputs (fixed input ratios) 
- cost minimization at given input prices 
- derived demand for inputs (backward linkages) 
- full competition, i.e. forward passing on of all  
  input price changes into the single output price 

- given supply of its single homogeneous input, 
  i.e. perfect substitution among all inputs 
- perfect jointness of all outputs (fixed output ratios) 
- revenue maximization at given output prices 
- derived supply of outputs (forward linkages) 
- full competition, i.e. backward passing on of all  
  output price changes into the single input price 

For the economy as a whole: 
- exogenous demand for final outputs per industry 
- endogenous demand for all inputs per industry 
- perfectly elastic supply of all primary inputs, 
  i.e. exogenous primary input prices 
- endogenous total output prices and quantities 

- exogenous supply of primary inputs per industry 
- endogenous supply of all outputs per industry 
- perfectly elastic demand for all final outputs, 
  i.e. exogenous final output prices 
- endogenous total input prices and quantities 

Solution of the two Leontief models: Solution of the two Ghosh models: 

- 1( ) v C I A y , with y Yi  and v Vi  

- 1( )y v
    p p p C I A  

- 1( )  y v I B D , with  y i Y  and  v i V  

- 1( )v y


   p p I B D p   

  Source: Oosterhaven (1989 and 2022, Ch. 7). 

 
 


